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We study the effect of dimension variation for second-harmonic generation (SHG) in lithium niobate on insulator (LNOI)
waveguides. Non-trivial SHG profiles in both type-0 and type-I quasi-phase matching are observed during the wavelength
tuning of the fundamental light. Theoretical modeling shows that the SHG profile and efficiency can be greatly affected by
the waveguide cross-section dimension variations, especially the thickness variations. In particular, our analysis shows that
a thickness variation of tens of nanometers is in good agreement with the experimental results. Such investigations could
be used to evaluate fabrication performance of LNOI-based nonlinear optical devices.
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1. Introduction

Lithium niobate on insulator (LNOI) devices are attractingmore
and more interest in recent years[1–4], benefitting from both the
superior optical properties of lithium niobite (LN) and strong
field confinement for efficient and compact light manipulation.
Such strongly confined waveguides not only further reduce the
device sizes, but also have a larger interaction strength, resulting
in higher effective nonlinearities and enabling high-efficiency
frequency conversion[5–9].
Despite the excellent theoretically predicted conversion effi-

ciency of the LNOI-based nonlinear optical devices, in practical
experiment, the nonlinear optical performance may be affected
by imperfections in both poling and waveguide fabrication.
Several theoretical and experimental studies have been made
on influences of imperfect poling periodicity, duty cycle, and
waveguide dimensions and structures, the nonlinear optical per-
formance in bulk crystals, and the traditional weakly confined
waveguides[10–16]. On the other hand, such investigations can
help to characterize the waveguide properties as well. With
stronger light confinement, the nonlinear optical performance
of LNOI-based devices could probably be more sensitive to

fabrication imperfections. However, such investigation in detail
is still lacking up to date.
In this Letter, we study the effect of waveguide dimension

variation for second-harmonic generation (SHG) in LNOI ridge
waveguides. We report a non-trivial SHG effect in LNOI
ridge waveguides, which is mainly caused by waveguide fabrica-
tion deviations. We discuss three main types of dimension
variations, including thickness, width, and etching depth. Our
analysis shows that the SHG profile can be greatly affected by
the waveguide cross-section dimension variations, especially the
waveguide thickness variation. Our experimental results fit well
with a uniform deviation of about 30 nm or inhomogeneous
errors of about 16 nm on waveguide thickness, which are both
reasonable in fabrication. Our study can help to evaluate fabri-
cation performance of LNOI-based nonlinear optical devices.

2. Methods and Materials

We consider the SHG process in a periodically poled LNOI
waveguides with a poling length of L and a poling period of Λ.
Taking the propagation direction as the z direction, we can
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write the phase-matching spectrum normalized per unit
length as[14]
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with β, Neff , λ, ω, and 2ω denoting the propagation constant,
effective refractive index, wavelength, and SHG fundamental
wave (FW) and harmonic wave (HW) frequencies, respectively.
Ideally, the phase mismatch is constant along propagation, and
Eq. (1) can be integrated to
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The spectrum profile behaves as a sinc style, with the highest
peak representing the nonlinear conversion efficiency. With
periodical poling, the phase mismatch can be compensated at
desired central wavelengths. If the waveguide suffers from errors
that are uniform along propagation direction,Δβ remains a con-
stant, and one can still obtain an ideal spectrum profile
in the sinc style. The spectrum profile and conversion effi-
ciency will not be influenced under this condition with only
a shift of phase-matching wavelengths. The influence of such
errors on mass production can be easily overcome on most
occasions by tuning the temperature or pump wavelength.
However, for inhomogeneous errors where the fabrication
imperfections are position dependent, a non-ideal spectrum
appears and will certainly influence conversion efficiency. In
this condition, one can divide the whole device into several
pieces and evaluate the non-ideal spectrum using piece-wise
approximation[16,17].
We investigate a set of LNOI ridge waveguides with the cross-

section structure shown in Fig. 1(a). We utilize the commercial
ion-sliced X-cut LNOI wafer (NANOLN) with a 600 nm LN
film on a 2 μm silica with a 0.50 mm silicon substrate. The ridge
waveguide is fabricated by dry etching with a top width of
W0 = 1.4 μm and an etching depth D0 = 350 nm. As shown
in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), the optical mode profiles of fundamental
transverse-electric (TE) modes at wavelengths of FW (1550 nm)
and HW (775 nm) are simulated via the software of Lumerical
Mode Solution. The simulated values of Neff at FW and HW
wavelengths are 1.915 and 2.104, respectively, and thus we can
calculate the poling period to be about 4.1 μm. The TE-polarized
modes used here correspond to type-0 quasi-phase matching
(QPM) and utilize the highest second-order nonlinear tensor
component of the X-cut LN film. Considering the potential
phase-matching point shift caused by uniform dimension varia-
tion, we fabricate several identical LNOI ridge waveguides in

parallel, with a 6mm length to ensure the required SHG process.
The poling periods range from 3.9 to 4.3 μmwith an equal inter-
val of 0.1 μm.

3. Experiment and Results

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2. The sample is placed
on an XYZ translation stage with temperature controlled at
25°C ± 0.1°C. A continuous-wave tunable telecom-band laser
serves as the FW source. The laser light is emitted through a
single-mode fiber with its polarization controlled by a polariza-
tion controller (PC). Then, the light is focused into the ridge
waveguide at the front facet by an aspheric lens with a focal
length of 4 mm. Another two aspheric lenses are placed at the
waveguide end facet symmetrically to couple the output light
into a multimode fiber with a short-pass filter to remove the
FW light. The HW light is then measured by a high-sensitivity
power meter. By simultaneously sweeping the wavelength of the

Fig. 1. Structure and mode simulation of the LNOI waveguide. (a) Cross-
section structure of the LNOI ridge waveguide (H, thickness; W, top width;
D, etching depth). Optical mode profiles (energy density) for fundamental
TE modes at (b) 1550 nm and (c) 775 nm.

Fig. 2. Experiment setup. A continuous-wave (CW) tunable laser serves as the
FW source of the SHG process. The output HW light is measured by a high-
sensitivity power meter (PM). Two polarizers are inserted to ensure QPM
polarization. PC, polarization controller; MMF, multimode fiber.
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laser and recording the HW light power, we are able to measure
the SHG spectrum.
In Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), we present two typical spectrum mea-

surement results (blue curves) using two 6-mm-long waveguides
with poling periods of 4.1 μm and 3.9 μm, respectively. Here, we
focus on the SHG spectrum profile property, and, hence, we nor-
malize the HW intensity by the total power of the whole spec-
trum. The spectrum shown in Fig. 3(a) exhibits one main single
peak and several side peaks, and the main peak is fitted well with
the sinc-square function (red curve) following Eq. (3), with the
same bandwidth of about 4 nm. We can see that the experimen-
tal SHG conversion efficiency is about 75% of the theoretical
value, and thus the side peaks do not influence the conversion
efficiency. Such kind of spectrum was also reported in several
experiments before[5,6]. In contrast, the spectrum shown in
the upper part of Fig. 3(b) has several peaks without a specific
main peak. Compared with the sinc-square function (red curve),
the peaks are broadened up to 100 nm, and only less than 1%
of theoretical conversion efficiency is measured. Moreover, as
shown in Fig. 3(b), two simultaneous SHG processes of type-
0 (upper) and type-I (lower) are simultaneously observed in
the waveguide. By inserting corresponding polarizers in both
the input and output of the waveguide, we observed type-0
and type-I SHG spectra, as shown in the upper and lower sub-
figures in Fig. 3(b) at near wavelengths, respectively.

4. Discussions

The non-ideal spectrum profiles may come from both poling
and waveguide fabrication imperfections. However, the influ-
ence of waveguide dimension variations may be greater than
that of the poling periodicity imperfections, due to the fact that
the two types of errors are 1=f noise and Gaussian white
noise[15]. Thus, here, we ignore the errors in poling and only
consider the waveguide dimension variations. For simplicity,
we fix the angle of the waveguide sidewall at 60° and consider
the other three parameters of width, thickness, and etching
depth, as independent variables.

The fabrication errors of waveguide width and etching depth
come from the inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching proc-
ess. The absolute etching accuracy is about 100 nm in width
dimension and 20 nm in etching depth, inducing dimension
shift of designed values, with uniform offset within accuracy
along the propagation direction. However, due to the incongru-
ent etching rate of the central and side surfaces of the waveguide,
inhomogeneous errors may also occur in etching depth dimen-
sion. We can estimate an inhomogeneous variation of less than
10 nm in etching depth by profilometer measurement. While for
waveguide width, we can suppose the inhomogeneous errors are
less than 5 nm, as inferred by the beam step size of electron beam
lithography (EBL) in exposure. On the other hand, errors of
thickness originate from LN film fabrication, which could be
more inaccurate than waveguide etching. Actually, unlike wave-
guide width or etching depth, where inhomogeneous errors are
more likely to act as short-range variation, the errors of thick-
ness are also possibly long-range variations. Though minimum
to 0.5 nm root mean square of roughness is already demon-
strated after polishing, in the longer range, either gradient or
stepped errors are possible with variation up to around 35 nm
measured by the thin film thickness measurement system[18].
First, we focus on the phase-matching point shift. For the

waveguides we used, central wavelengths of all of the observed
spectra do not match the theoretically predicted ones, with devi-
ations ranging from 50 nm to 150 nm. We simulate Neff of FW
and HW in the above waveguide structure by changing variables
around the designed values, with the results shown in Fig. 4.
We can see thatNeff changes are more sensitive to thickness var-
iations than width and etching depth. By wavelength sweeping,
the corresponding phase-matching points can be matched for
60 nm to 120 nm variation in width, or 10 nm to 25 nm variation
in thickness. However, the required phase-matching point shift
cannot be supported by changing the etching depth within devi-
ations of 20 nm. Considering the practical fabrication deviation
ranges we disuse before, we can infer that the phase-matching
point shift mainly comes from the waveguide thickness
deviations.

Fig. 3. Experimentally observed spectra (blue curves) from two 6-mm-long waveguides with poling periods of (a) 4.1 μm and (b) 3.9 μm, respectively. The red
curves are plotted with sinc-square functions.
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The influence of waveguide thickness can be further evaluated
from the arising of the type-I SHG process, as observed in
Fig. 3(b). For the waveguide designed for type-0 SHG, the
phase matching for both type-0 and type-I SHG processes can-
not be satisfied simultaneously within up to 100 nm uniform
deviations in waveguide width. However, by increasing the
thickness of around 30 nm, simultaneous phase matching for
both type-0 and type-I SHG processes can be achieved at nearby
wavelengths.
In fact, the biggest obstacle for simultaneous phase matching

of both type-0 and type-I processes results from the big gap
of required poling periods due to the Neff difference of TE
and TM modes of FW. For waveguides, Neff is determined by
both material dispersion and structure. For shorter HW, Neff

of the TM mode is larger than that of the TE mode, which is
mainly determined by the nature of the negative uniaxial crystal.
While for longer FW, where the influence of the flat waveguide
structure dominates, Neff of TE becomes larger. The dimension
variation may induce a greater change to Neff of FW than to
HW. As shown in Fig. 4(c),Neff of the TMmode in FW becomes
close to that of the TE mode as the thickness increases.
Then, we deal with the non-ideal spectrum profile. Following

themethod developed by Santandrea et al.[14], an average fidelity
between the spectrum under inhomogeneous noise and the ideal
one can be described by

F �σL� = 1
�1� 5.4 × 10−3 · �σL�2.12�0.35 , (4)

where σ is the noise amplitude and can be expressed as the prod-
uct of the absolute partial derivative of phase mismatch and the
fabrication error

σ ≈ j∂fΔβjδf : (5)

Note that thismethod is not limited to dealing with waveguide
imperfections. It can be applied to any noise with a single param-
eter f noise that obeys 1=f spectrum density in the long-range
correlation.

Considering the phase mismatch in Eq. (2) with a poling
period fixed for ideal type-0 SHG in the original structure,
the partial derivatives with respect to width, etching depth,
and thickness can be calculated as

∂WΔβ0jΛ0,W0,D0
= −0.254 μm−2,

∂DΔβ0jΛ0,W0,D0
= 0.205 μm−2,

∂HΔβ0jΛ0,W0,D0,H0
= −2.198 μm−2, (6)

respectively. Like Neff sensitivities, the partial derivatives of
thickness are also much larger than those of width and etching
depth.
The fidelities between the measured SHG spectrum and the

theoretically predicted one can be calculated by using the defi-
nition in Ref. [14], which all range from 0.75 to 0.17. This indi-
cates that σ locates in the range of 2.17mm−1 to 19.5mm−1,
according to Eq. (4). Thus, we can infer that the imperfection
corresponds to either 9 nm to 77 nm inhomogeneous errors
in waveguide width, 11 nm to 95 nm in etching depth, or
1 nm to 9 nm in thickness. The estimated error scales for wave-
guide width and etching depth are not meaningful for practical
fabrication accuracy. Hence, the non-ideal spectrum profiles are
mainly caused by thickness variations.
Similarly, focusing on the non-trivial spectrum shown in

Fig. 3(b), several peaks arise and greatly broaden the bandwidth.
Such broadening is possibly caused by long-range errors in film
thickness. For simplicity, here, we suppose a gradient change of
thickness in the propagation direction. We can estimate a varia-
tion of about 16 nm by optimizing simulation of the spectrum
fidelity, with the simulated result shown in Fig. 5. The broadened
wavelength range is in good agreement with the simulation
result, with the profile fidelity calculated as larger than 0.98.
In addition to the long-range inhomogeneous thickness errors,
short-range roughness could also have an influence here, indi-
cated from the unfitted individual peaks. The optimized fidelity
may be found with inhomogeneous variations of about 2 nm in
width and etching depth or 0.2 nm in thickness. The above
results all agree well with the fabrication accuracy discussed
before.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. Simulated effective refractive index (Neff) as a function of (a) top width, (b) etching depth, and (c) thickness for all four waves in the waveguide.
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5. Conclusion

In conclusion, we explore the effect of dimension variation for
the SHG process in LNOI in detail for the first time, to the best of
our knowledge. By experimental SHG spectrum measurement
and simulation on the waveguide dimension variations, we find
that the SHG profile is most affected by the waveguide thickness
variation. We estimate a uniform deviation of about 30 nm or
inhomogeneous errors of about 16 nm on waveguide thickness,
which are both reasonable in fabrication. The work can be useful
to evaluate fabrication performance of LNOI-based nonlinear
optical devices and help to approach higher experimental per-
formance as theoretically predicted in the future.
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